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Jerde says that he's constantly studying and read-
ing about creative exercises and techniques. "Visual
Literacy: A Conceptual Approach to Graphic Prob-
lem Solving" by Judith and Richard Wilde has been
a recent source of inspiration for Creative Jams, but
Jerde finds new themes almost everywhere.

Creative Jams olfers a relatively easy recipe for any
creative team to follow: Choose a task or destination;
establish a medium for participants to visualize or doc-
ument their individual perceptions of the experience;
then reunite a l l participants to share their perceptions
with one another.

"Usually, the Jams last 60 minutes including lunch,"
Jerde says. Some of MasonBaronet's sessions require
40 minutes for traveling and eating, leaving just 20
minutes for the creative exercise. Others take 10 min-
utes for lunch and allow 50 minutes for discovery.

"One of our Jams came at a time when we were all
really busy and having a hard time escaping the grind
of the day," he recalls. "Still, we took a moment to
gather together, Each of us was handed a balloon and
a label. We wrote what was blocking our creativity on
the label, stuck it to the balloon and released it. It was
two seconds, but it was really potent."

Kor Jams that result in more tangible creative out-
comes (such as sketches, ink stamps, etc.), Jcrde
encourages that the creatives put more emphasis on
the conceptual value of the idea than on its produc-
tion or finished value. "The work has a grassroots feel
to it," he says. "It's not supposed to be premeditated or
finessed. It's about letting go. We're trying to capture
that creative lightning, so the work isn't polished, it's
pretty raw."

PUTTINQ A STAMP ON IT
"Raw material" literally provided the ingredients for
the most recent Creative Jam. Jerdc brought raw sweet
potatoes to the office, but they weren't for lunch,
Prompted by a home craft project with his son, Jerde
invited each participant to grab a potato and knife.
Everyone was asked to carve a personal mark into the
tuber. They then transferred it onto paper using black
acryiic paint.
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Raising a few eyebrows, art director Sarah Treanor
carefully carved a geometric silhouette of a rat's face
into her potato as her personal stamp. "I like exploring
the forced connections between objects," she says,
noting that she has a pet rat hut also appreciates how
the stamp's long nose can resemble an X-Acto knife or
a marker tip. "The presentation and interpretation add
more layers to the whole experience."

Unexpected and unintended results cause Jerde to
beam with delight. ''I love the unknowingness of it
all; the unusual inspiration and tangential exercises
that break through our programmed delivery. Our
experiences and perspectives are all so different. It's
so refreshing,''

For example, there was the Creative Jam where
the staff took digital cameras with them at lunchtime
during July's Taste of Dallas, an annual weekend event
of food, music and other activities in the city's historic
district. Each participant was instructed to record
examples of found typography and then assemble the
characters into affirmative messages about the neigh-
borhood and the company.

"We saw all sorts of interesting typography in the
environment: faded hand-painted signs on brick walled
buildings, fresh vinyl letters on food booths, silk-
screened messages on T-shirts," Treanor recalls.

While an unexpected downpour put a damper on
the quality of photos and, consequently, the end result,
Treanor found a silver lining. "Like the weather, cre-
ativity is unpredictable. It comes and goes like happy
accidents," she says. "Often, we find inspiration out-
side of our four walls. It's very different than looking
at your computer screen all day. The Jams remind us
to take inspiration from our lives and culture, which
makes each idea much richer in meaning,"

She continues, "One inspiration turns into an idea I
that turns into a real job. It's very subtle, and some-
times you're not even aware you're collecting and stor-
ing these experiences to draw from in the future. But I
feel they're vital to the creative process."



PIECINQ THE PICTURE TOGETHER
One of the first Jams that art director Jason PuckeU
experienced when he joined MasonBaronet took place
at the Art Prostitute Gallery in Dallas during an exhibit
of works inspired by the Dada movement—and it lelt
quite an impression on him.

"We had lunch together thcn each of us walked
the exhibit," Puckett recalls. "Hive of the works on the
wall had a sheet of paper on the floor in a five-panel
accordion fold. As we arrived at each work, \ve were
given one minute to sketch something on the next
available panel, as inspired by the piece. At the end of
five minutes, we had five full sheets of five panels with
each panel adding to the drawing before it, resulting in
very strange looking creatures and scenes."

He says that the bizarre images that the Jam pro-
duced were only part of the lesson. "As we held up
each page, it was interesting to see the common cor-
relations and the diversions. It helped each to under-
stand the others' point-of-view: 'I see this, while you
see that. I wouldn't expect you to think that way. Now,
I see it that way, too. It really helped us realize the
power of the accordion fold and how the reveal of each

panel can present an entire picture, while changing
from start to end,"

Seeing your ideas through another's eyes is a funda-
mental part of MasonBaronet's Jams, Jerde took this
a step further and asked his colleagues to see the
strengths of their co-workers embodied by an existing
work of art.

An afternoon outing to the Nasher Sculpture
Center's gardens helped structure the exercise. Jerde
provided simple instructions. "Everyone drew a name
of someone else and then they found a sculpture
that they felt represented that person. Each person
sketched the sculp ture and talked a b i t about the
qualities of the person they had selected."

"We learned that we have a lot of regard for each
other. We raised each other up and saw ourselves in a
new way." Jerde says.

While most of the Creative Jams draw participants
exclusively from MasonBaronet's production and cre-
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alive services staff, others periodically j o in i n . For
example, when "The Simpsons Movie" was released,
the promotional website featured an onl ine tool that
allowed visitors to customize a cartoon character
to represent themselves. All of Mas on Baronet's 15
employees created a Simpsons avatar. These characters
were then knit together as a staff portrait, which was
posted on the wall alongside an actual group photo.

"It may seem frivolous, but the characters you cre-
ate say a lot about you as an individual," Treanor says.
''Putting it all together helps us remember that we're
part of something bigger, while holding on to that indi-
viduality. At the end of the day. we all went and saw
the movie together."

The unanimous front-runner for favorite Jam of the
Year didn't entail any field trips or special equipment.
Jcrde elaborates: "1 asked each person to think of a
personal philosophy or core value. Maybe it's love or
friendship or saving the best thing on your lunch tray
until last- Then, lake this and d i s t i l l it in to a single
word. Next, take thai one-word attribute and (urn
it into a consumer good that might change people's
beliefs if it showed up on the grocery shelf."
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Puckett recalls one participant who developed
"Loyalty" branded aerosol—so it could be more easily
spread around. Another staffer designed a "Freedom"
brand F-logo with a ''live free" slogan, which could be
molded onto the tread of a shoe to leave its mark on
impressionable surfaces,

"We do this same exercise in interpreting our cli-
ents' brand values and communicating them through
a package or a brochure," Puckett continues. He
explains that the Jams have reminded him that it's
often worth gathering objective feedback to ensure
others interpret your vision the way you—and your
client—intend. "Our creative recommendation may
meet with the client's approval, but it's important that
we also step back and make sure that others arrive at
the same understanding."

He adds, "In the Jams, we aren't locked into any
budget. We can be as outlandish as we want. But it
reminds us to search for that same emotion in our cli-
ent work when we do have a budget."

For diversion and discovery Jerde presented a Creative
Jam assignment to create an identity and ad for a ficti-

tious flower shop. Jerde guided the group to a flower-
filled courtyard and provided paper and a handful of
colored pencils. "We were allowed to pick two colors,"
Puckett says, recalling that he chose navy and tan. " fn
20 minutes, we had to come up with a name for the
flower shop and sketch an ad."

Because the Creative Jams make staffers work
through their concepts quickly and in tandem, Puckett
says the Jams have allowed the creatives to note first-
hand how others work and approach problems. "How
do you start? Where do you go? Do you begin with a
list or a sketch?" he says of the inquiries. "Seeing how
they work through it and listening to their perspec-
tives, we learn how to work with them better,"

"Nurturing creativity is fundamental to our suc-
cess," Jerde concludes. "Its written in our employee
handbook. This is why we're here. This is how great
things happen.'
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